DROPBOX INSTRUCTIONS

We will use Dropbox as a means of sharing ideas and materials developed by the group. You will receive emails that provide the link to access the materials through Dropbox Sharing.

(The TREEHOUSE website on the MDAAP webpage https://www.mdaap.org/tree/ will also contain additional documents that you will find helpful)

There are several files in the TREEHOUSE QI #1 Dropbox folder:

- TREEHOUSE COACHING DEMONSTRATION VIDEOS that are recorded sessions with families using the TREEHOUSE program to train our pediatric providers. There are also GUIDE QUESTIONS to consider while viewing the videos.
- TREEHOUSE PROFESSIONAL REFERENCE PDF’s FOR CME containing the articles that will be needed for completing the 12 CME Questions at the end of the QI program. (These will be housed on Dropbox to avoid copyright concerns rather than placing them on the MDAAP website)
- TREEHOUSE QI PROGRAM POWER POINTS used for each of the virtual six QI sessions
- TREEHOUSE SHARED IDEAS, QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS COMMUNICATION THREAD that will allow you to create new threads and contribute your thoughts in the COMMENTS section
- TREEHOUSE SHARED PROFESSIONAL RESOURCE FOLDER where we will place any resource materials or links that you wish to share with the group

If you have an idea or question and want to develop a new thread, please send it to my email address, and I will post it in the SHARED IDEAS, QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS FOLDER and share it with the group. Other participants can then respond by clicking the COMMENTS button in the upper right-hand section of the Dropbox webpage.
If you wish to post a professional article or resource links, please send it to my email address and I will post it in the SHARED PROFESSIONAL RESOURCE FOLDER and share it with the group.

I will review the Dropbox files regularly and be responsible for selectively sharing the materials with the group so that participants are not constantly inundated with drop box messages.

Ken Tellerman  ktpedmd@aol.com